SALSA Field Report: 12.17.18. Compiled by Billy Collins
SALSA Science Team, Day 11 Update
Science Update
• After many days of cleaning, packing, and loading equipment into cargo, the
SALSA science team are prepared to fly to Mercer Subglacial Lake on
December 19th.
• Eight team members were scheduled to fly to Lake Mercer today to begin
Drilling and setting up field labs but their morning flight was cancelled due to
poor weather at the study site. The flight is rescheduled for tomorrow
morning. The flight would have carried three Drillers, Dennis Duling, Anatoly
Mironov, and Edwin Krula, three scientists John Priscu, Brent Christner, and
Ryan Venturelli, and two Marine Technicians, Jack Greenberg and Michael
Tepper-Rasmussen.
• The original plan was for the Drill Team to begin drilling shortly after
arriving at Lake Mercer as the bulk of the SALSA science team waits a few
days in McMurdo. With today’s flight delay, it is likely that the drilling will
begin at the same time as the arrival of the bulk of the science team. This will
give the science team five or so days to settle in to camp and further prep
equipment as they wait for the Drillers to reach Lake Mercer. When they
reach the lake, its all hands on deck for eight days of continuous sampling
with team members working on day and overnight shifts.
• With a small delay the team are taking advantage of a little extra time for
John Priscu and Ryan Venturelli to do a science talk on work involving the
grounding zone research from the WISSARD project.
• As an integrative science project involving a large number of researchers
from multiple disciplines, it is essential for the team to communicate and
work well together. The team has been continually meeting over the past
week to create protocols and layers of best outcome and contingency plans
for sampling.
• Yesterday was a day off on Station and while most people couldn’t help from
getting some work done, the team took time to exercise, relax, and build a
cornucopia of gingerbread houses shaped like a LARS (Launch and Recovery
System deck, tents, and winch.
Education and Outreach
• The Education and Outreach team of Kathy Kasic and Billy Collins have been
filming interviews of team members each day and continuing to document
the SALSA team’s preparation for science operations.
• The E&O team made a very poorly connected to skype call to classrooms in
Montana and California. Although Kathy and Billy were disappointed by the
poor connectivity during the calls, when they heard back from
teachers/students on the on the other end after the call, the students were

actually really excited about the glitchy, windy, and cold looking live stream
from Antarctica.

SALSA Postdoctoral Scientist Alex Michaud packing up one of many tri-wall
boxes of science cargo.

PhD Student Ryan Venturelli with her giant the giant sticker that will

go on the sediement lab refrigerator in the field.

